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US Army twitter faces racism backlash for using phrase "chink
in the armor" | NeoGAF
Note: `Armour' is spelled `armor' in American English. With
their superior knowledge, they might find the chinks in his
armour. Labour leaders hope to use their.
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in the armor" | NeoGAF
Note: `Armour' is spelled `armor' in American English. With
their superior knowledge, they might find the chinks in his
armour. Labour leaders hope to use their.
‘Chinks in armor’: US Army’s deleted tweet sparks racism
outrage
By Joyce Alexander, RNP (retired) Back in the days when wars
were fought with bows and arrows, swords and slings, soldiers
wore armor to.
Chink in the armor, Jeremy Lin: Why it’s time to retire the
phrase for good.
No More Chinks in the Armor Having been called a chink a few
times in my life —an Asian-American rite of passage that
usually coincides.

Where are the chinks in my armor?
Word forms: plural, 3rd person singular present tense, plural
chinks, present participle chinking, past tense, past
participle a chink in someone's armour.
US Army forced to delete 'chink in armor' tweet | Metro News
Saying that a person who is Chinese has a chink in their armor
isn't really . likely to be weaknesses in their performance,
chinks in their armor.
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Met Stalin, Absolute Valentines, Falling Up.

They're usually ignored. I suspect that it may not matter to
you, but it's still baffling if it's the .
RecentlyViewedYourlistis.Ournewlyrefreshedstylesinbringstheoldvb3
If you think bad cliches have no place in sports writing, you
need to watch Bull Durham again? But he stepped on newly
forbidden speech bomb and was scapegoated for it by ESPN. I
don't see any contrition by Federico quoted here or apology or
any acknowledgement of wrongdoing, only excuses.
Onethatbackfiredrecentlyhadherstandingunderadramaticskywithanarmy
sort of funny to hear people complain about being deprived of
the ability to use the word when I'm not sure I've ever heard
anyone say it unless they were quoting Shakespeare. That
changed radically with the introduction of Kevlar vests.
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